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Technology Focus: Data Acquisition

An emerging approach in the field of
aircraft engine controls and system
health management is the inclusion of
real-time, onboard models for the in-
flight estimation of engine performance
variations. This technology, typically
based on Kalman-filter concepts, en-
ables the estimation of unmeasured en-
gine performance parameters that can
be directly utilized by controls, prognos-
tics, and health-management applica-
tions. A challenge that complicates this
practice is the fact that an aircraft en-
gine’s performance is affected by its
level of degradation, generally described
in terms of unmeasurable health param-
eters such as efficiencies and flow capac-
ities related to each major engine mod-
ule. Through Kalman-filter-based
estimation techniques, the level of en-
gine performance degradation can be
estimated, given that there are at least as
many sensors as health parameters to be
estimated. However, in an aircraft en-
gine, the number of sensors available is
typically less than the number of health
parameters, presenting an under-deter-
mined estimation problem. A common

approach to address this shortcoming is
to estimate a subset of the health param-
eters, referred to as model tuning pa-
rameters. The problem/objective is to
optimally select the model tuning pa-
rameters to minimize Kalman-filter-
based estimation error.

A tuner selection technique has been
developed that specifically addresses
the under-determined estimation prob-
lem, where there are more unknown
parameters than available sensor meas-
urements. A systematic approach is ap-
plied to produce a model tuning pa-
rameter vector of appropriate
dimension to enable estimation by a
Kalman filter, while minimizing the esti-
mation error in the parameters of inter-
est. Tuning parameter selection is per-
formed using a multi-variable iterative
search routine that seeks to minimize
the theoretical mean-squared estima-
tion error of the Kalman filter. This ap-
proach can significantly reduce the
error in onboard aircraft engine param-
eter estimation applications such as
model-based diagnostic, controls, and
life usage calculations.

The advantage of the innovation is the
significant reduction in estimation er-
rors that it can provide relative to the
conventional approach of selecting a
subset of health parameters to serve as
the model tuning parameter vector. Be-
cause this technique needs only to be
performed during the system design
process, it places no additional computa-
tion burden on the onboard Kalman fil-
ter implementation.

The technique has been developed for
aircraft engine onboard estimation appli-
cations, as this application typically pres-
ents an under-determined estimation
problem. However, this generic tech-
nique could be applied to other indus-
tries using gas turbine engine technology.

This work was done by Donald L. Simon
and Sanjay Garg of Glenn Research Center.
Further information is contained in a TSP
(see page 1).

Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Innovative
Partnerships Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail
Stop 4–8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-18458-1.

Optimal Tuner Selection for Kalman-Filter-Based Aircraft
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The new methodology reduces parameter estimation errors by more than 50 percent.
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Earth science research often requires
crustal deformation measurements at a
variety of time scales, from seconds to
decades. Although satellites have been
used for repeat-track interferometric
(RTI) synthetic-aperture-radar (SAR)
mapping for close to 20 years, RTI is
much more difficult to implement from
an airborne platform owing to the irreg-
ular trajectory of the aircraft compared
with microwave imaging radar wave-
lengths. Two basic requirements for ro-
bust airborne repeat-pass radar interfer-
ometry include the ability to fly the

platform to a desired trajectory within a
narrow tube and the ability to have the
radar beam pointed in a desired direc-
tion to a fraction of a beam width. Unin-
habited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (UAVSAR) is equipped with
a precision auto pilot developed by
NASA Dryden that allows the platform, a
Gulfstream III, to nominally fly within a
5 m diameter tube and with an electron-
ically scanned antenna to position the
radar beam to a fraction of a beam width
based on INU (inertial navigation unit)
attitude angle measurements. 

UAVSAR is also equipped with a set of
GPS receivers that coupled with INU
measurements are used to determine the
antenna position to a high degree of ac-
curacy on a pulse-to-pulse basis. The rel-
ative position error within a flight track is
measured to a small fraction of a wave-
length as is required for image forma-
tion; however, the absolute accuracy of
the position measurements is in the
2–10 cm range limited by the accuracy of
post flight processed differential GPS
data. In order to make repeat-pass radar
interferometric deformation maps suit-

Airborne Radar Interferometric Repeat-Pass Processing
Improvements have resolved some of the earlier difficulties. 
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able for geophysical interpretation, the
relative position between the platform
positions at the time a point is imaged
for a pair of repeat-pass observations, i.e.
the interferometric baseline, needs to be
known to the millimeter level. Bridging
the gap from the 2–10 cm position accu-
racy of the metrology system to the de-
sired millimeter relative position accu-
racy uses information contained within
the SAR imagery. Image-based residual
motion recovery algorithms using radar
imagery have been developed for air-
borne (and spaceborne) platforms previ-
ously; however, these algorithms have
not been employed for systems using
electronically scanned arrays.

The UAVSAR repeat-pass processing
software called JPRP, has been specifically
designed to permit the generation of
radar repeat-pass interferograms of sur-
face deformation suitable for geophysical

interpretation. This software automati-
cally processes and co-registers data from
multiple flight lines. JPRP has been modi-
fied from previous codes to do motion
compensation and image formation for
airborne systems employing electronically
scanned antennas. Since UAVSAR em-
ploys an onboard Block Floating Point
Quantization (BFPQ) scheme whereby
12 bit recorded radar echoes can be com-
pressed to M bits where M ranges from
2–10 and is a radar commandable param-
eter, the JPRP includes appropriate BFPQ
decoding algorithms. JPRP also includes
code and algorithms for computing the
repeat-pass interferometric baselines for
airborne data using a priori GPS and INU
data and for estimating refined residual
baselines from the radar imagery needed
for resolving dynamic residual baselines at
the subcentimeter level. These algorithms
have been adapted to work for systems

employing electronically scanned anten-
nas. The program includes advanced re-
peat-pass motion compensation algo-
rithms that include subaperture,
terrain-dependent motion compensation
for range/Doppler, or wave domain pro-
cessing. Also, a new algorithm that is com-
putationally efficient was developed for
topographic fringe removal and geoloca-
tion.

This work was done by Scott Hensley,
Thierry R. Michel, Cathleen E. Jones, Ronald
J. Muellerschoen, Bruce D. Chapman, Alexan-
der Fore, and Marc Simard of Caltech and
Howard A. Zebker of Stanford University for
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For more in-
formation, contact iaoffice@jpl.nasa.gov. 

The software used in this innovation is
available for commercial licensing. Please con-
tact Daniel Broderick of the California Insti-
tute of Technology at danielb@caltech.edu.
Refer to NPO-46093.

A Space Environment Monitor (SEM)
subsystem architecture has been devel-
oped and demonstrated that can benefit
future spacecraft by providing (1) real-
time knowledge of the spacecraft state
in terms of exposure to the environ-
ment; (2) critical, instantaneous infor-
mation for anomaly resolution; and (3)
invaluable environmental data for de-
signing future missions. The SEM archi-
tecture consists of a network of plug-
and-play (PnP) Sensor Interface Units
(SIUs), each servicing one or more en-
vironmental sensors. The SEM architec-
ture is influenced by the IEEE Smart
Transducer Interface Bus standard
(IEEE Std 1451) for its PnP functional-
ity. A network of PnP Spacecraft SIUs is
enabling technology for gathering con-
tinuous real-time information critical to
validating spacecraft health in harsh
space environments.

The demonstrated system that pro-
vided a proof-of-concept of the SEM ar-
chitecture consisted of three SIUs for
measurement of total ionizing dose
(TID) and single event upset (SEU) ra-
diation effects, electromagnetic interfer-
ence (EMI), and deep dielectric charg-
ing through use of a prototype Internal
Electro-Static Discharge Monitor
(IESDM). Each SIU consists of two

stacked 2×2 in. (≈5×5 cm) circuit boards:
a Bus Interface Unit (BIU) board that
provides data conversion, processing
and connection to the SEM power-and-
data bus, and a Sensor Interface Elec-
tronics (SIE) board that provides sensor

interface needs and data path connec-
tion to the BIU. The figure illustrates
the demonstration system components
and connectivity where SIU #1 functions
as a radiation monitor, servicing a RADi-
ation Field Effect Transistor (RADFET)

Plug-and-Play Environmental Monitoring Spacecraft Subsystem
New architecture provides real-time information to validating spacecraft health in harsh
environments.
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Space Environment Monitor Demonstration System.


